A day in a car factory.
A train arrives and
delivers material.

A spatial guidance system
based on rewards and
recognition allows for a
healthy work balance while
all workers as a collective
keep the factory highly
organized.

A Realtime Spatial Digital Twin of
the Factory allows the forklift
driver to discover potential
danger before it happens.

An intelligent spatial computing system allows
a forklift driver to select his next mission and
collect points over the day, a similar dynamic
found in open-world gaming.

A Factory Realtime Spatial Digital Twin allows for
path planning and supervision for every moving
vehicle, material flow, or production procedure.

In an emergency, the Realtime
Spatial Digital Twin can actively
prevent a collision.

The factory workers can define
collision prevention rules using
virtual spatial sensors that
will be triggered by movement
detected by the depth cameras.

Another train delivers steel.

Once the steel is delivered,
the storage supervisor
needs to inspect another
delivery on the other side
of the storage area.

Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR)
reorganize the storage in real-time
to accommodate the new material
and optimize for flawless access
and material flow.

Instead of walking around
the material storage area,
the AMRs can reorganize to
allow the supervisor to
discover the fastest path.

When the steel is needed for manufacturing,
the Spatial Digital Twin allows every worker
to calculate the best possible motion
pathways, for maximum efficiency.

The Spatial Digital Twin also
controls the assembly
robot pathways.

Augmented Reality Interfaces allow humans
to see the robotic motion choreography
and discover new optimization potentials.

The system does not only provide real-time value
but also records every motion pattern in the
factory, both robotic and human.

The frontline worker
can use the digital spatial
twin to study his work
movements.

Surprised by the improvement,
he pins a spatial message onto
his work cell and attaches the
optimal motion path.
A volumetric 3D motion study allows the frontline
worker to discover that he is wasting a lot of
energy with the wrong motion.

Other frontline workers with
similar problems can discover
these messages and spatial
motion studies and learn from
each other.

This discovery allows for adjustments
that make the work easier and the
worker more productive.
A Win-Win situation.

Frontline workers can discover optimizations
together, place multi-media messages and,
over time, improve their collective memory.

With such spatial messages, the frontline worker has powerful
tools with low barriers of entry to propose meaningful changes
to the factory infrastructure that requires management signoff.

The modular and connected factory allows
for facilitating these changes easily.
The Realtime Spatial Digital Twin updates
automatically to support the new workflow.

Management and Frontline workers can use Spatial
Analytics tools to share the same knowledge base
and discover optimizations together.

When the factory owner visits such a modern factory,
he can easily learn about work processes, dive into
the frontline worker discovery and optimization
communication and participate in the dialogue.

A real-time spatial digital twin that records all motion,
calculates all future motion pathways, knows about all IoT
and spatial communication, allows the frontline worker,
the manager, and the executive management, to continuously
discover how to do a better job together and foster a
dialog across hierarchies and departments.

The car is manufactured in less time and is
of higher quality because every motion
pattern and every aspect of this factory
is continuously optimized.
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